In looking over the field of work done in experimental pedagogy and psychology of children, we are astonished at two things, first the recent date of the beginning of this kind of work: secondly, the scant amount of work attempted and accomplished, especially in experimental pedagogy. That the work is one of vast practical importance must be admitted. The notice given to experimental pedagogy by psychologists has been small, and by those engaged in the teaching of children, little if anything has been contributed.
The question of whether or not our public school system is educating for efficiency is receiving considerable attention at the present time.
Does school training develop all the senses and possibilities of the child, or does it develop a few of the senses at the expense of the others? Another question, which is receiving and will continue to receive attention more and more, is whether school training helps the child to think independently, or whether it makes him mechanical and automatic in his mental efforts.
Is common sense made an important factor in child development? Whether we are educating for efficiency or not, is a question which experimental pedagogy must answer. Before we attempt to determine standards of performance in the different branches of our public school course, more attention must be given to tests of intelligence.
There is a need for a set of standard tests for the children of our schools. At present the teachers have no way of telling whether their class is above or below the average. They have no standard by which to judge. We also need a standard whereby the individual may be judged and allowed to take the work needed to develop his weakest points as well as his strongest.
Throughout our school system we have children of approximately the same age in each of the first eight grades. What The first and second grades of course failed completely to work it, and for the third and even the fourth grade it proved too difficult. Only five out of the fifty pupils in the third grade worked it correctly, and eleven in the fourth grade. The fifth grade did better than the sixth, and the seventh better than the eighth. The boys excel the girls in handling this problem.
Another problem was given in the same manner as the first:? "If three men standing on top of the state capitol building and all looking south, can see six miles, how far can one of them see?"
A glance at results will show that the lack of application of common sense is evident throughout the grades. The first grade girls did as well as the sixth grade, and the second grade did better than the third, fourth, and fifth grades. Only 50 per cent of the sixth grade pupils, 75 per cent of the seventh, and 80 per cent of the eighth answered correctly. The girls did better than the boys. The large majority who failed to work it correctly gave as their answer, two miles.
Their thinking was mechanical and followed routine book methods in solving it.
To show still further that common sense is not generally used by school children, the results of one of the problems given in the first investigation which was written not oral, will be interesting. This problem was given to seventh and eighth grade, rural and city pupils:?"My horse weights 1200 pounds when standing on four feet; how much will he weigh standing on three feet?"
Taking the results from the rural and city pupils separately we have interesting figures. Of To get an insight into the interpretive ability of children, the following passage was read to each child:?"As the life boat returned from the wreck, the men on shore shouted themselves hoarse, the women laughed and cried."
This question was asked of each child: "What do you think has happened?" The answers were taken down verbatim and graded,?wrong, poor, fair, good, or excellent.
The interpretation proved too difficult for the first and second grades. As 
